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PUBLIC RrSK-REDUCTIOH MEASURES: 

COST-EFFECTIVENESS FROM A GLOBAL POINT-QF-VIEW 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper the systemic or glohal approach to 

cost-effectiveness analysis of risk-reduction measures is 

reviewed, and its advantages and limitations are discussed. The 

method is applied to the problem of the cost-effectiveness of 

increasing the Angra 3 NPP containment wall thickness from the 

present 60 cm to 18Q cm thick in order to prevent damage to the 

reactor core in case of a direct, commercial aircraft crash on it. 

It is concluded that this measure is not cost-effective if the 

global approach is considered. 
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PUBLIC RISK-REDUCTION MEASURES: COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

ANALYSIS FROM A GLOBAL POINT OF VIEW 

1. BACKGROUND^ 

In recent years cost-effectiveness analysis of risk-

reduction measures has been introduced in the safety analysis 

procedures of nuclear installations in several countries as a 

criterion for comparative evaluation of alternative risk-reduction 

1 2 3 4} 
measures ' ' * l . In all these applications the cost-effectiveness 

rútio has been determined solely on the basis of the risk reduction 

attained as a result of the implementation of a safety measure and 

its associated cost. From the viewpoint of nuclear regulatory 

bodies this is all that matters for they are only concerned with 

the safety of that part of the population which may be directly 

exposed to normal or accidental releases from the plants under 

their responsibility. By this approach each nuclear plant is 

analysed in isolation from the rest of the economic system in 

which it is embedded. 

However, it is well known that safety expenditures 

51 
follow an economic law of diminishing returns , i.e., as 'he 

level of risk gets lower, then the marginal cost of measures for 

further risk reduction (^Pressed as the cost of a given measure, 

fiC, divided hy the corresponding risk reduction, ARJ becomes 

increasingly higher. As pointed out by Black and Niehaus ' and 

by Niehaus and Novegno ', at the region of wery high marginal 

cost of risk reduction it becomes necessary to consider the risk 

increase (occupational and public) imposed on the whole population 

due to the production of the safety equipment itself. Such a consideration is 
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illustrated in Fig 1, where the linear term yields the risk 

increase due to the investment on the production of the safety 

equipment. From this figure it can fie seen that the net risk 

reduction curve fjabeled "total system"} presents an absolute 

minimum, beyond which any investment- in safety will generate a 

risk increase in the total economic system which is greater 

than the risk reduction in the directly exposed population. 

Let us define: 

ADR = Direct Risk Reduction 

= r i sk reduction to the exposed population 

r e su l t i ng from the implementation of the 

safe ty equipment at the plant 

AIR. = Ind i rec t Risk Increase 

= r i sk increase in the t o t a l economic system 

due to production of the safety equipment itself 

NR = ADR - AIR = Net Risk Reduction 

AC = monetary cost of safe ty equipment 

We can now ta lk about a net cos t - e f f ec t iveness 

r a t i o (NCER) given by 

NCER = M , ADR^MR ( 1 J 

AC AC 

Therefore from a global poin t -of -v iew, alternative 

r i sk - reduc t ion measures should be ranked according to t h e i r 

respect ive net cos t - e f f ec t iveness r a t i o as given by Eq ( 1 ) . This 

would be the case , for in s t ance , if one were concerned with 
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Fig. 1 - Cost effectiveness curve showing the effect of considering the 

risk increose due to p eduction of safety equipment itseff. 



optimal resource allocation in the context of a national safety 

policy ias proposed in Ref. 8} for thrn the main concern would be 

thiat of reducing the risks to the entire population and not only 

to that part pf it which, is directly subjected to the effects 

of accidental releases from individual plants. 

One interesting aspect of this global approach to 

cost-effectiveness is that the risk-reduction measures under 

consideration for decision making do not have to pertain to a 

single (jiven) fuel cycle installation, or even to the same 

energy technology. Conceptually at least, it could be applied to 

the optimization of allocation of social resources for safety 

measures in the most diverse areas of economic activity, for the 

computed benefit corresponds to the reduction of risk to society 

as a whole. However the enormous difficulties envolved in such 

a general optimization scheme clearly makes it totally impracticable. 

Nevertheless, a less comprehensive application could be feasible, 

such as the optimization of resources for safety in all energy 

systems which are part of the mix of energy of a given country. 

This would be the case of the formulation of a "national energy 

safety policy" as proposed by Novegno and Niehaus K 

In this paper, after a hrief review of the 

methodology of cost-etfectiveness evaluation, we present an 

application of the proposed methodology to a simplified example 

in Brazil. Our main objective is not to obtain precise results 

for the example hut rather to test the applicability of the 

methodology under Brazilian conditions. We discuss the main 

difficulties we faced during the execution of the work and point 

out some possibilities for further work in this area. Although, 

as stated before, the results of the example themselves were 
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not our main concern, some s i g n i f i c a n t conclusions may be drawn 

from them, p.ven though they shoulü only be regarded as ba l l -pa rk 

f i g u r e s . 

The work described herein was performed as par t of 

the IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme on "Comparison of 

Cost-Effect iveness of Risk-Reduction Among D i f f e ren t Energy Systems'.' 

This programme i s aimed at a c t i v a t i n g and co -o rd ina t ing w i t h i n 

the IAEA Member States a ce r ta in number of nat iona l r i s k 

assessment research p r o j e c t s , as case s t u d i e s , u t i l i z i n g the 

cost-effectiveness approach ' . 

/ 
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2 . METHODOLOGY REVIEW 

2.1 - Introduction 

As explained in the previous section, from a global, 

systemic or national point-of-view, risk-reduction measures 

should be ranked according to their net cost-effectiveness ratios, 

ts defined in Eq (1}. 

Let us suppose that a set of alternative risk-reduction 

measures (.safety equipments) are proposed to be installed in a 

given fuel cycle facility. How should we proceed to evaluate 

their cost-effectiveness ratios? As shown before, this requires 

the evaluation of the direct risk reduction (ADR), the indirect 

risk increase (AIR) and the associated cost of each measure. 

In this section we describe the methodology we 

applied in the analysis of the simplified example described in 

section 3. 

2.2 - Direct Risk Reduction (.ADR) 

Calculating the direct risk reduction due to the 

implementation of a new safety equipment in a given plant is 

conceptually quite simple for all we must do Is to calculate the 

risk of the plant "as it is" (i.e., without the proposed 

equipment) and its risk with the equipment installed. The difference 

will give the value of ADR. Though conceptually simple such a 

calculation may be quite involving in practical terms. 

Let us restricts ourselves %o the case of reducing 

public risk due to an existing plant. Defining risk the usual 
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way, as the product of a frequency (f.J of a given event by 

the consequences (C.J of that event, we can write 

i = I f, x C. 
i=l 1 1 (2) 

and 

R2 • I f* * C. (3) 
j=l J J 

where Ri and : R2 are, respectively, the public risk due to the 

plant without and with the safety equipment installed. The sums 

are taken over all possible accident sequences. Therefore we 

have: 

ADR « ^ f, * C, - J i fi x Cj (4) 

Generally speaking, to calculate Rj we have to 

perform a complete probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of the 

plant, which implies performing the following calculations: 

- Initiating events and event tree construction 

- Reliability analyses (fault trees) 

- Core-melt considerations 

- Containment behavior 

- Source terms 

- Atmospheric dispersion 

- Dose calculation 

If the proposed safety measure implied the 

installation of a new engineering safety system, then probably 
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in order to calculate R2 the whole PRA would have to be 

redone, meaning that all steps listed above would have to be 

recalculated. On the other hand if the proposed measure 

influenced only the containment behavior, then the results of 

the initial steps could be used without modifications. The point 

of interest here is that in most cases the calculation of ADR 

(.for public risk) may demand a great effort. It is worth noting 

that in case of measures related to occupational exposure 

reduction the calculation of ADR ay be significantly less 

complicated than in the case of public risk reduction, mainly 

because of the smaller number of accident sequences to he 

analysed. 

The value of ADR can be obtained either on an annual 

basis or integrated over the lifetime of the plant. The choice 

of one of these alternative ways of expressing ADR does dictate 

the manner hy which the associated cost (Ar,) of the safety 

measure is calculated. Cost calculation models are well described 

in Ref.2 and will not be repeated here. 

2.3 - Indirect Risk. Increase 

The indirect risk increase AIR associated with 

the production of the proposed safety equipment can be calculated 

by two dTstinct methods, namely, input-output • " ' and process 

analysis '. The virtues, advantages, and limitations of each 

method have been extensively discussed in the cited references. 

He have chosen to apply the former because a somewhat detailed 

input-output matrix is available for the Brazilian economy. 

The use of the input-output method for the calculation 
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of the indirect risk increase is based on a combination of 

economic input-output tables (from now on named "intersectoral 

transaction coefficient matrix"! and risk data specific of each 

economic sector. The referred matrix describes the interaction 

among the various economic sectors in terras of the monetary 

flow among them. Superimposing risk data on the monetary flow 

we ohtain a matrix which represents the risk flow among the 

sectors. 

Let us consider a national economy divided in N 

economic sectors. Let Y^ denote the final consumption of goods 

from sector K and X. denote the total production of sector k. 

Then we can write 

"k • J , AkJ xl * vk • I») 

where A^. gives the percentage of the total output of sector j 

(in monetary value) which has been obtained in form of preprocessed 

goods from sector k. The coeficients A.^ are the elements of the 

tntersectoral transaction coefficient matrix. 

Tn matrix form Eq (5) can he written as 

2? - A x + I C6) 

from where we obtain 

or 

X " I Y C8) 
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where L = (I-A)"1 is known as the inverse Leontief matrix. 

With the elements U . of this matrix we can obtain the direct 

and indirect effects on the economic activity levels of all 

productive sectors due to exogenous alterations of the final 

demand. Thus if a vector 

C = 

C2 

represents the cost-composition vector of a proposed safety 

equipment (that is, total cost disaggregated by sector), then 

Z = L C (9) 

or 

jl LM Ci (10) 

gives the additional investment in each sector necessary for the 

production of the equipment. 

Let us define a specific risk matrix S by 

'ik 
Rik 

(11) 

where R,.. denotes the total health effects of type i per year 

in sector k and X. is the corresponding annual production of 
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that sector (in monetary value). Thus S i k corresponds to health 

effects of type í per unit monetary value of production of sector k. 

Therefore, the indirect risk increase of type i, 

i.e., the extra health effects of type i, due to the additional 

demand associated with the production of the proposed safety 

equipment is given hy 

»»-i = J, Sn h on 

or in matrix form AJ_R = § Z (13) 

Combining Eqs (9) and (13) we can write 

AIR = § L Ç (14) 

Then we can define a matrix 

B • § L CIS) 

the elements of which, 

HU ' J, Sik Lkj a kl, sik Ci-A)^' (16) 

give the total risk of type í (including all steps of preprocessing) 

resulting from one monetary unit of production of sector j. We 

will call tt the "intersectoral risk matrix". Thus we can also 

write 
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AI* * S c (,7> 

or 

N 
AIR - I H.. C. (18) 

j*l 1J 3 

The vector AIR Itself can be used in a cost-

effectiveness analysis, but we can go one step further if we 

specify a set of values Y< (equity factors) which yields some 

kind of equivalence among the various types of risk (e.g., one 

death is equivalent to 6000 man-days-lost), thus reducing all 

risks to a common unit. In this case we can express 

AIR = I y. (AIR). (19) 
1=1 

Of course, this process of risk aggregation has 

been the subject uf a lot of discussion among risk analysts and 

should be regarded with great care. 

2.4 - Net Cost-Effectiveness Ratio 

As discussed in section 1, the traditional way of 

performing cost-effectiveness analysis of a given set of risk-

-reduction measures consists of ranking them according to their 

"direct cost-effectiveness ratios" defined by 

DCER - £ H (20) 
AC 

Such a process 1s shown in Fig 2 for a set of five hypothetical 

measures. Great care should be exercised in this ranking process 
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Fig 2 - Illustration of cost-effectiveness ranking of five 

hypothetical safety measures including their 

respective Indirect risk increase. 
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•s the measures may not be independent of each other. In this 

case the order in which they are analysed influences the results 

of the cost-effectiveness calculation. Therefore the final 

ranking can only be obtained after solving an optimization problem 

in which 

I ADRi 
- is minimal 
Í ACi 
i 

On the other hand, as also discussed in section 1, 

from a global point-of-view risk-reduction measures should be 

ranked according to their net cost-effectiveness ratio (NCER), 

defined in Eq (1). As shown schematically in Fig 2, this can 

have a profound impact on the results of the cost-effectiveness 

analysis in two ways: first, by completely invalidating some 

measures from a cost-effectiveness point-of-view, and second, 

by changing the relative ranking of other measures. Let us discuss 

each of these two aspects a bit further. 

The first one is simply due to the fact that for 

some measures, particularly for those of >tery low DCER, the 

indirect risk increase (AIR) may be greater than the corresponding 

direct risk reduction (ADR), what would cause their NCERs to be 

negative. In simpler terms, this means that from a global point-

-of-view tha actual Implementation of such measures would cause 

more harm than good, and of course they cannot be justified. 

The second aspect result from the observation that 

for a given measure the slope of the indirect risk Increase line 

does not depend only on the total cost AC. of the measure but 
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also on the way this cost is disaggregated among the economic 

sectors» that is, on the cost-composition vector. Thus, for two 

measures with the same AC, the one which is responsible for a 

larger investment in sectors of higher rpecific risks will cause 

» higher indirect risk increase. As illustrated in Fig 2, if the 

DCER criterion were considered then measure 2 should be implemented 

before measure 3, but the opposite would be true if the NCER 

criterion were used. 
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3. APPLICATION: A SIHPLIFIED EXAMPLE 

3.1 - Statement of the Problem 

Soon after the Brazilian Government bought the 

Angra 2 KPP from KWV, the question of designing the containment 

wall against airplane crash or not got widespread attention in 

Brazil. It was argued at that time that Brazil was buying a less 

safe plant than the ones built in Germany» because the Angra 2 

containment was designed to be only 60cm thick (not designed 

against aircraft impact) while that of the reference German plant 

was 180cm thick. No quantitative evaluation was ever perfcrmend 

to estimate the risk significance of that question in Brazil. 

Since a similar plant (Angra 3) is planned to be 

built at the same site we chose to apply the methodology discribed 

in section 2 to address the cost-effectiveness of increasing the 

Angra 3 containment wall thickness from 60 to 180cm. The cost 

associated with the implementation of this measure is then simply 

the difference between that of a containment with 180cm thickness 

and that of the same containment with 60cm. This is obviously 

much less than the cost of increasing the containment wall 

thickness of a plant whose containment is already built» as would 

be the case of the Angra 2 plant. 

We would like to stress that our main objective in 

addressing this problem consists of verifying the possibility of 

applying the methodology in Brazil, especially the calculation 

of the indirect risk increase which requires the availability of 

data relative to occupational risks in all economic sectors. 

Several simplifying assumptions had to be made in order to make 
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the problem tractable within the limitations of our group, and 

therefore the quantitative results we obtained should be viewed 

only as rough estimates. 

3.2 - Direct Risk-Reduction Calculation 

The main simplifying assumptions used in the 

calculation of ADR for the referred safety measure are: 

1) for T = 60cm (T « wall thickness) any commercial 

airplane crash on the plant will lead to core-melt without 

containment; 

2) for T = 180cm an airplane crash will not lead to core-

-melt; 

3) all other accident sequences are considered to be 

unaffected by the increase on the containment wall thickness. 

The first two assumptions clearly tend toward 

increasing the direct risk reduction while the last one contributes 

the other way around. We think that combined effects of the first 

two more than upset the effect of the last one, causing the 

calculated value of ADR to be larger than the actual one. 

rrom Eq (4) we obtain 

ADR = f, C1 - f2 C2, (21) 

where: 

f, « frequency of core melt without containment 

due to airplane crash in Angra 3 for T » 

B 60cm, 
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f- * same as f, but for T = 180cm, and 

C. = C« = consequences (no. of health effects) 

of a core melt without containment in An-

gra 3. 

From the second assumption it results that f2 is 

equal to zero and froin the first one it follows that f, is the 

frequency of airplane crash on Angra 3 (pCrash)*
 In a n a n n u a l 

basis we can then write 

4 D R - 'crash * Cl • < 2 2' 

where ADR is the number of health effects avoided per year as a 

result of the construction of the extra wall thickness, Pcrasn 

is the annual frequency of airplane crash on Angra 3, and Cj is 

the number of health effects which would occur among the population 

in case of -i core melt without containment in Angra 3. Let us 

calculate each of the above factors separately. 

Calculation of Pcrasn 

The following formula, proposed in Section 3.5.1.6 

of the U.S.N.R.C Standard Review Plan15), was used to calculate 

P. 
crash. 

Pcrash = C x N x A/w (23) 

where: 

C * Inflight crash rate per mile for aircraft 

using airway, 
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number of flights per year along the airway, 

effective area of plant in square miles, and 

width of airway (plus twice the distance from 

the airway edge to the site when the site is 

outside the airway) in Miles. 

According to Ref 15, Eq (23) yields an upper bound 

on aircraft inpact probability if care is taken in using values 

for the individual factors that are meaningful and conservative. 

In our calculation, a value of C = 4 x 10"* per 

mile was used corresponding to 2 accidents in a total of 470 x 10' 

aircraft miles1') (data relative to the years 1980-1984). This 

values compares well with that proposed in Ref 15 (C = 3 x 10"' 

per mile). 

As shown in Fig 3, the Angra site is located inside 

the Rio-Slo Paulo air corridor, which is the busiest in the 

country. According to data provided by the Brazilian Department 

of Civil Aviation, an average of 127 flights pass daily in that 

airway. 

A value of A > 0.0127 square miles was used as 

the effective plant area, corresponding to a square of 180cm side. 

If we consider that the containment building has a radius of 

only 60m, then it is clear that the value used in our calculation 

is a conservative one. 

The width of the air corridor is 18.75 miles, as can 

be seen in Fig 3. 

N = 

A = 

* W -
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With the values stated above, we obtain 

pcrash s 4 x 10"* x 127 x 365 x ° 0 1 2 7 * — 
18.75 

or 

Pcrash * K 3 x 10'? *ear"1 

Calculation of the Consequences (C,) 

An accurate calculation of C. requires the performance 

of a site-specific consequence analysis for the Angra site. Such 

an analysis has not been performed yet and we have not attempted 

to do it in this work. In order to obtain a rough estimate of the 

value of C, we proceeded as follows. 

1) We calculated the expected value of the collective dose 

(man-rem) for release category 2-1 ("Steam Explosion 

Without Spray"), using the corresponding complementary 

distribution function derived in the Zion Probabilistic 

Safety Study17). As shown in Table 1, a value of 

x = 4 x 107 man-rem was obtained. 

2) Next we multiplied this number by the ratio between the 

average population densities around Angra 3 and Zion. 

A circle of 80km (50 miles) around each site was 

considered for the calculation of the respective population 

density. Zion population data was obtained from Ref 17 and 

Angra data was calculated by adding the population of all 

counties, falling within the 80km circle shown in Tig 4 

(sea and lake regions were excluded from the area calculation). 
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Table 1 - CCDF and Corresponding PPF for Collective Dose Given 

the Occurrence of Release Category Z-l in the Zion 

NPP (Columns 1 and 3 taker from Ref 17). 

*i 

1.00 E3 
• 

2.00 E3 

3.00 E3 

5.00 E3 

7.00 E3 

1.00 E4 

2.00 E4 
-

3.00 E4 
• 

5.00 E4 

7.00 E4 

1.00 E5 

2.00 E5 

3.00 E5 

5.00 E5 
• 

7.00 E5 

1.00 E6 

2.00 £6 

3.00 E6 

5.00 E6 

7.00 E6 
• 

1.00 E7 

2.00 E7 

3.00 E7 

5.00 E7 

7.00 E7 

1.00 E8 

2.00 E8 
1 .,.- - i , •--

*i 

1.50 E3 

2.50 E3 

4.00 E3 

6.00 E3 

8.50 E3 

1.50 E4 

2.50 E4 
• 

4.00 E4 

6.00 E4 

8.50 E4 

1.50 E5 

2.50 E5 

4.Q0 E5 

6.00 E5 

8.50 E5 
" 

1.50 E6 

2.50 E6 

4.00 E6 

6.00 E6 

8.50 E6 

1.50 E7 
* 

2.30 E7 

4.00 E7 

6.00 E7 

8,50 E7 

1.50 E8 

F(X>XÍ) 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 
• 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

1.0000 

9.9896 

Q.9732 

0.9687 

0.9583 

0.9583 
» 

0.9375 

0.9375 

0.8958 

0.8542 

0.8439 

0.8021 
r 

0.7604 

0.6667 

0.4792 

0.2813 

0.1458 

0.0625 

0. 

P(if>-

. 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0104 

0.0104 

0.0105 

0.0104 

0.0000 

0.0208 

0.0000 

0.0417 

0.0416 

0.0105 

0.0416 

0.0417 

0.0937 

0.1875 

0.1979 

0.1355' ; " 

0.0833 

0.0625 

Í nfu)Fi"n 
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Fig 4 - Counties included in the evaluation of the 

population density of the Angra site. 
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The choice of Zion as reference for the Angra 3 

consequence calculation was based on three factors: 

1st) the necessary data was available; 

2nd) both plants are 1200 MWe PWRs; and 

3rd) both plants are located on coastal sites. 

Thus, using the procedure enunciated above we 

obtain 

C = x A n9 = 4 x 1 0 ' x ^ = 2.4 x 107 man-rem 
1 D,. 506 Zion 

Using a risk factor1») of 10"* deaths/ o m (fatal 
rem 

cancers) we can express C, as 

C, = 2 400 deaths . 

Substituting the values of P c r a s n and C1 in Eq (22) 

we obtain the direct risk reduction 

ADR = 1.3 x 10"7 x 2 400 deaths/ ,.a„ 
y a r 

• 3.12 x 10""deaths/ 
'year 

3.3 - Indirect Risk Increase Calculation 

An 87 sector intersectoral transaction coeff ic ient 

matrix for the Brazi l ian economy has been published by the 

Brazil ian Inst i tu te of Geography and Stat ist ics '* 9 ) ( IBGE-Brazi l ) . 

In this work we used a simpli f ied version 1n which the 87 or iginal 

sectors were aggregated in 9 sectors (see Table 2 ) . The corresponding 



Table 2 - Simplified Intersectoral Transaction Coefficient Matrix 

(x 1,000) 

r 
Economic Sectors 

1. Livestock and Vegetable 
Extractive 

2. Mineral Extractive and Fuels 

3. Metal Mechanics 

4. Chemical 

5. Agroindustry 

6. Other Sectors Transformation Ind. 

7. Civil Construction 

8. Transportation 

9. Services 

T O T A L 

Livestock 
and 

Veg.Extr. 
1 

126.290 

0.832 

2.784 

55.944 

22.109 

0.417 

0.000 

12.412 

2.298 

223.086 

Mineral 
Extr. and 

Fuels 
2 

1.500 

20.189 

47.704 

34.660 

2.232 

5.224 

0.000 

31.130 

22.188 

164.827 

Metal 

Mechanics 
3 

5.030 

4.688 

346.583 

46.595 

6.078 

11.202 

0.000. 

49.638 

10.563 

480.377 

Chemical 

4 

54.685 

31.553 

21.162 

139.426 

36.048 

12.255 

0.000 

52.467 

9.285 

356.881 

Agro-
industry 

5 

278.475 

0.966 

22.786 

53.744 

171.244 

4.994 

0.000 

59.430 

10.064 

601.703 

Other Sect 
Trans f. 

Ind. 
6-, 

15.685 

12.569 

44.992 

62.305 

155.064 

36.603 

0.000 

60.344 

11.838 

399.400 

Civil 
Construe 

tion "~ 
7 

11.188 

7.817 

141.282 

51.763 

46.454 

122.136 

0.000 

104.557 

4.529 

489.726 

1 
Transport Services 

- 8 9 

0.838 

0.053 

22.453 

32.066 

15.252 

2.873 

7.697 

" 20.638 

26.097 

127.967 

4.644 

0.022 

13.547 

12.655 

28.260 

14.134 

0.000 

24.935 

37.566 

135.763 

Source: IBGE, "Matriz de Relações Intersetoriais: Brasil, 1970" 
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inverse Leontief matrix, L (see Eq (8)), is shown in Table 3. 

The existing publication was compiled from data obtained during 

the 1970 census but a new publication with data from the 1980 

census is expected to be released by the end of 1985. 

Labor accident statistics needed for the construction 

of the specific risk matrix were obtained from Tables 4 and 5, 

extracted from Ref 20, and aggregated into the economic sectors 

Of the Leontief matrix. The only type of health effect for which 

data (disaggregated by economic activity) is publicly available 

in Brazil is equivalent man-days lost (MDL). According to Ref 20 

each death is considered as equivalent to 6000 MDL, as it is 

usually done. Giving this limitation in data evailability all our 

results will be stated in terms of equivalent MDL (Equivalent 

MDL = No. of fatalities x 6000 + No. of working-days lost). For 

simplicity we shall omit the adjective "equivalent" from here on. 

Data relative to annual production (in monetary 

units) also need for constructing the specific risk matrix were 

obtained from the following publications: sector 1 from Ref 21, 

sector 7 from Ref 22 and all other sectors from Ref 23. 

In Table 6 we give the annual MDL, the annual 

production (in dollars of 1980) and the specific risk S. for 

each economic sector. 

From Eq (15) and tables 3 and 6 we obtained the 

intersectoral risk matrix (in our example this matrix is reduced 

to a vector because we are considering only one type of risk). 



Table 3 - Inverse Leontlef Matrix 

(x 1,000) 

[livestock 
Economic Sectors and 

Veg.Extr.-
1 

Mt livestock and Vegetable 
Extractive 

2. Mineral Extractive and Fuels 

3. Metal Mechanics 

, 4. Chemical 

5. Agroindustry 

6. Other Sectors Transformation Ind. 

7. Civil Construction 

8. Transportation 

9. Services 

T O T A L ; 

1160.965 

3.654 

lQiasa 

* 79.421 

35.457 

1.989 

0.169 

22.Q07 

• "4.725 

Mineral 
Extr. and 

Fuels 1 
2 

8.407 

1022.684 

73.143 

49.058 

8.797 

'7.686 

Q.315 

40.962 

26.238 

1318.438 j1243.238 

Metal 

Mechanics 
3 

22.183 

10.626 

1539.949 

91.641 

21.971 

19.904 

0.668, 

86.742 

20.913 

1814.597 

Chemical 

4 

93.569 

38.592 

• 47.614 

1180.131 

59.313 

16.645 

0.563 

73.137 

15.832 

1525.396 

Agro- ( 

industry 
5 

398.449 

5.466 

52.649 

109.867 

1226.454 

9.188 

0.687 

89.302 

18.078 

1910.140 

Dther Sect 
Transf. 

Ind.. 
6 

"91.234 

17*404 

87.528 

103.271 

204.964 

1042.167 

0.684 

88.910 

19.952 

1656.114 

Civil 
Construe 

tion "* 
7 

. . 52.031 

14.112 

238.255 

97.750 

91.340 

132.135 

1C:i,073 

. 139.363 

15.077 

. 1781.136 
• 

Transport Services 

B 9 

1.844 

40.525 

44.208 

23.986 

5.675 

7.921 

1029.100 

29.205 

1194.458 
1 

20.495 

1.162 

26.234 

23.080 

40.905 

16.230 

0.253 

32.880 

1041,139 

1202.378 
• 

Source: IBGE» "Matriz de Relações Intersetoriais; Brasil, 1970" 
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Table 4 - Man-Days Lost per Economic Act iv i ty in 1980 

Act iv i ty Sector 

Civil Construction 

Wood and Cork Industry 

Retail Trade 

Mechanical Industry 

Food Products Industry 

Mineral Extractive Industry 

Interurban Highway Transportation 

Public Services 

Metallurgical Industry 

Wholesale Trade 

P-^n-Metallic Mineral Products Ind. 

Vehicle Construction and Repair 

Temporary Harbor Services 

Textile Industry 

Furniture Industry 

Urban Highway Transportation 

Footwear and Apparel Industry 

Chemical and Pharmaceutical Ind. 

Paper Industry 

Beverage Industry 

Plastic products Industry 

Others 

T O T A L 
1 

No. of 
Accidents 

331,665 

68,335 

93,425 

152,749 

86,217 

30,616 

43,377 

54,329 

66,362 

34,465 

42,965 

42,438 

29,426 

43,006 

32,101 

18,806 

26,890 

17,815 

15,474 

11,536 

14.993 

207,221 

1,464,211 

% of • ) 
Accidents 

2*2.7 

4.7 

6.4 

10.4 

5.9 

2.1 

3.0 

3.7 

4.5 

2.4 

2.9 

2.9 

2.0 

2.9 

2.2 

1.3 

1.8 

1.2 

1.1 

0.8 

1.0 

14.1 

100.0 

Han-Days-
Lost * 

23,055,472 

6,992,659 

5,954,939 

5,756,678 

5,411,544 

5,140,274 

4,583,742 

4,205,484 

2,838,780 

2,571,664 

2,498,837 

2,159,171 

1,971,562 

1,621,057 

1,518,562 

1,391,363 

982,337 

937,088 

748,611 

505,294 

497,217 

11,959,564 

93,301,899 

a) % of Accidents - No. of Accidents % m 

1,464,211 

Source: Fundacentro (Brazilian Ministry of Labor), "Brazil, 1^30: Labor Accident 
Statistics", Sao Paulo, 1982 
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Table 5 - Severity Evaluation Index for Various Economic 

Activities in Brazil (in 1980). 

Act iv i ty Sectors 

Mineral Extractive Industry 

Electric Energy Production 

Sea Transportation Companies 

Intemrban Highway Transportation 

Tobacco Industry 

Comnunication Companies 

Public Services 

Vegetable Extractive 

Harbor and Airport Administration 

Wholesale Trade 

Urban Highway Transportation 

Civil Construction 

Temporary Harbor Services 

Retail Trade 

Food Products Industry 

Fur and Leather Industry 

Non-Metallic Mineral Product 

Petroleum Product Industry 

Storage Commerce 

Others 

T O T A L 
ii i i i « I 

ManrDays 
Lost 
(MDL) 

5.140,274 

235,297 

201,239 

4,583,742 

193,024 

478,509 

4,205,484 

493,221 

473,180 

2,571,664 

1,391.363 

23,055,472 

1,971,562 

5,954,939 

5,411,544 

355,746 

2,498,837 

161,156 

203,830 

26,729,157 

93,301,899 

Number of 
Accidents 

(N) 

30;616 

2,110 

1,821 

43,377 

2,165 

5,596 

54,329 

6,450 

6,286 

34,465 

18,806 

331,665 

29,426 

93,425 

86,217 

5,792 

42,965 

2,815 

3,565 

593,985 

1,464,211 

Severity 
Evaluation Index 

( S I ) * 

168 

112 

111 

106 

89 

86 

77 

76 

75 

75 

74 

70 

67 

64 

63 

61 

58 

57 

57 

45 

64 

- MDL 
N 
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Table 6 - Specific Risk 

the Brazilian 

1. Vegetable Extractive 

2. Mineral Extractive and Fuels 

3. Metal Mechanics 

4. Chemical 

5. Agroindustry 

6. Other Sectors Transformation Ind. 

7. Civil Construction 

8. Transportation 

9. Services 

Matrix (Si 1 for the Sectors of 
«I 

Economy (Data for 1980}. 

MDL 

977,284 

5,140,274 

8,595,458 

937,088 

12,597,227 

19,728,287 

23,055,472 

6,176,344 

16,094,465 

Production 
(US$ 1,000) 

29,659,582. 

2,588,124. 

38,836,357. 

37,113,064. 

29,975,008. 

76,279,196. 

11,925,203. 

10,913,658. 

115,215,294. 

(MDL/US$ 1,000} 

0.033 

1.986 

0.221 

0.025 

0.420 

0.258 

1.933 

0.565 

0.139 
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H=t78.6 2083.1 432.0 193.6 610.2 468.8 2173 626.5 194.5] x 

X 10"s MDL /US$ 1,000. (24) 

The cost-composi t ion vector cons is ts of the cost 

d i f fe rence between const ruc t ing a 60cm or a 180cm thick containment 

w a l l . Using cost data provided by B r a z i l i a n cons t ruc t ion f i rms 

ind the physical dimensions of the p l a n t , the f o l l o w i n g t o t a l 

cost-composi t ion vector was obtained ( i n US$ 1 ,000. ) . 

i t " 0. 

4,400.202 

10,066.489 

0. 

32.983 

Q. 

599.043 

72.498 

0. 

The annualized cost-composition vector was determined 

by applying the well-known expression 

* * - w (25) 

where 

C. - total fixed cost of the measure; 
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r = interest rate (annual); and 

N « plant lifetime in years. 

Using r = 102 and N - 30 years we obtained the 

following annualized cost-composition vector (in US$ 1,000.). 

0. 

466.77 

1067.85 

0. 

3.50 

0. 

63.55 

7.69 

0. 

Substituting the values of If and £ determined above 

in Eq (17), the resulting indirect risk increase for the safety 

measure in question is 

3.4 - Results and Sensitivity Analysis 

The value of the direct risk reduction, ADR, calculated 

in section 3.2 is expressed in deaths/ while the corresponding 

indirect risk Increase, AIR, calculated in section 3.5 is given 

in man-days l o s t/ y ear'
 M a k i n9 the usual assumption that one 
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statistical death is equivalent to 6000 man-days lost we have 

ADR = 2 man-days lost/year 

and AIR = 1581 nan-days lost/„__„. 

/Bar 

Therefore the net risk (NR = ADR - AIR) is highly 

negative for the safety Measure under analysis, indicating that 

from a global viewpoint it should not be implemented at all. 

It could be argued that not all man-days lost 

contained in the indirect risk increase value correspond to 

fatalities while that is not the case for the direct risk reduction 

as the latter was obtained from a collective dose value. 

Nevertheless even if we consider that about 302 (a typical value 

for industrialized countries) of the aggregated man-day lost data 

in Tables 4 and 5 do correspond to fatalities, the indirect risk 

increase would still be much higher than the direct risk reduction. 

On the other hand we would like to point out that because of lack 

of data the risk -to the general public was not accounted for in 

the calculation of AIR. Of course if that were the case it would 

make its value even bigger, therefore making the above difference 

even more pronounced. 

He performed an extensive sensitivity analysis of 

the indirect risk increase for all specific risk data and found 

that its value 1s not very sensitive to any single parameter. The 

most influential ones are the specific risk for sectors 2 and 3, shown in 

Fig 5. As indicated in this figure, even a factor of ten mistake 

in these data would not change the resuTs-significantly. 

Concerning the indirect risk Increase, as stated in 



0.6 0.8 1.0 6.0 8.0 10. 
S(2)ouS(3) 

Ftg 5 - Sensitivity analysis: variation of AIR with the values of the specific risks of 

sectors 2 and 3. 
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section 3.2, we believe our result to be in fact larger than the 

actual value because of the basic assumptions behind our 

calculation. 

Using data for Germany (FRG) and assuming the safety 

equipment to consist of 30X construction work, 10% services and 

71 
60S machine tool plus electrical equipment, Niehaus and Novegno ' 

calculated that 130 HDL would result for each million dollars 

spent in the equipment. In Brazil each million dollars spent in a 

similar equipment would eesult in 930 HDL. This factor of seven 

difference reflects the higher specific risk values in Brazil as 

compared to those in Germany (a factor of 6 for mining, a factor 

of 2 for machine tools, a factor of 10 for construction, etc ). 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have reviewed the methodology of 

cost-effectiveness analysis from a global viewpoint in which both 

the direct risk reduction and the indirect risk increase are taken 

into account in the evaluation of the cost-effectiveness ratio of 

a given safety measure. The former consists of the risk reduction 

to the exposed population resulting from the implemtation of the 

safety equipment at the plant and the latter is defined as the 

increase of risk in the total economic system due to production 

of the safety equipment itself. We have also briefly discussed 

the main advantages and limitations of this novel approach over 

the more conventional one where only the direct risk reduction is 

accounted for. It is shown that the consideration of the indirect 

risk increase can affect the results in two ways, namely, by 

completely invalidating some measures from a cost-effectiveness 

viewpoint (if their net risks are negative) and secondly by changing 

the relative ranking of other measures, as discussed in section 

2.3. 

The proposed methodology was applied to a simplified 

example, namely the cost-effectiveness of increasing the containment 

wall thickness of the Angra 3 NPP from 60cm to 180cm. Although admitting that the 

results are rough estimates because of some simplifying assumptions 

used in the calculations, nevertheless the indirect risk increase 

1s so much larger than the direct risk reduction that the referred 

safety measure cannot be justified at all from a cost-effectiveness 

viewpoint. 

The main difficulties we faced 1n the application of 

the methodology was the lack of adequate data for the indirect risk 
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increase, particularly, occupational risk data. The sole collector 

of occupational accident and illness data in Brazil is the 

Ministry of Social Welfare, and the collected data is not made 

publicly available. We managed to obtain a copy of a confidential 

report that was published by the Ministry of Labor containing 

data for 1980. This is the only source of occupational risk data 

disaggregated by economic sector available in Brazil at ..this 

time. Even in such a report the data is quite limited. For instance 

the number of fatalities is not published, but only the number 

of equivalent man-days lost. 

Another difficultly was the fact that monetary 

production of each sector is published by the Brazilian Institute 

of Geography and Statistics, and it happens that the sectoral 

classification used by the Institute is not the same as that 

contained in the report published by the Ministry of Labor. 

Thus a lot of judgement was required in order to compatibilize 

the data from the two sources in such way that a risk specific 

vector could be assembled. 

It is our opinion that.despite being quite general 

and powerful, the actual implementation of the proposed methodology 

on a national basis for all electrical energy systems in Brazil 

does require a major political decision. A new group would have 

to be formed (probably under the Ministry of Mines and Energy) 

to carry out the analyses on a consistent basis. Such a group 

would be responsible for establishing a priority last for safety 

measures in all electricity production systems, .• and ^hus, 

ultimately, would be responsible for setting the safety policy 

in this sector- Therefore this group would take- over 

(or duplicate) some tasks of already existing governmental 



agencies such as the Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission and 

would introduce new safety regulations in areas ..which are 

presently quite loosely regulated in terms of safety such as 

coal power plants. At this time we do not foresee any chance 

of this political decison being taken in the near future. 

An interesting side conclusion from this work 

is the realization that the occupational risk levels in Brazil 

are so high (much higher than in developed nations) that the 

application of the proposed global cost-effectiveness analysis 

would probably rule out the implementation of most new safety 

measures in areas of already low risk such as nuclear power. 

Within the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme 

on Cost-Effectiveness of Risk-Reduction Measures for Different 

Energy Systems, we are now working on other examples not only 

for nuclear but also for coal energy systems. 
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